
AUTOMATION, COMFORT AND STYLE! 

What is PARK?

The PARK Line was developed to offer functions of automation, comfort and 

style for the original electric rear view mirrors. Available in Plug and Play 

models and Universal models (PARK 2). The PARK Line has as main 

functions:  Tilt-Down and Side Mirror Folding System.

The PARK line also offers integrated functions in some of its modules, such 

as: The closing of power windows and sunroofs. 

*Check out the functions available for your car.



MODEL

PARK 1

PARK 2

PARK 3

PARK 4

PARK 5

PPARK 6

FUNCTIONS

Tilt-Down

Car Side Mirror Folding

Tilt-Down + Car Side Mirror Folding

Lifter + Tilt-Down OR Lifter + Car Side Mirror Folding

Lifter + Tilt-Down + Car Side Mirror Folding

LLifter + Tilt-Down + Car Side Mirror Folding + Sunroof

The PARK 4, PARK 5 e PARK 6 versions also automatically close the original electric 
power windows through the original remote control.

Check below the available models and functions:

AVAILABLE MODELS

time to the original position when disengage the reverse. It can operate in automatic or

semi-automatic modes, selected by users. Available to vehicles with automatic or manual 

gears.

TILT-DOWN: This Function assists the driver in 

maneuvers using reverse gear. The Tilt Down prevents 

damage to the wheels, allows the driver to have a 

better range of vision and prevents side collisions.

It includes Tury exclusive function that allows you to 

program the car side mirror with the desired return 

FUNCTIONS



LIFTER: This function allows the automatic closing of 

the four electric power windows through the original 

remote control. The function preserves the Anti-Pinch 

Safety Feature.

applications also allow opening) of sunroofs and ragtops through the original remote control. 

TURY's sunroof function was developed to avoid the Turn Back effect (Involuntary rear 

opening of the sunroofs through the original remote control.

SUNROOF: Few vehicles have automatic closing of 

the sunroof. In addition to the safety issue, in the event 

of rain, failure to close the sunroof can cause serious 

damage to the vehicle, such as compromising the 

electrical system, and the loss of seats and carpets.

The TURY products allow automatic closing (Some 

between your side panels and pedestrians passing by your parked car, or that vehicle parking 

into that vacant slot next to your ride.

CAR SIDE MIRROR FOLDING:  The system can fold 

and unfold the side mirror automatically through the 

original remote control. This function is only available to 

vehicles that have this mechanism (folding system) as 

original from automakers. Folding your side-mirrors 

eliminates and lessens that buffer zone of safety 

FUNCTIONS


